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1- Most children begin traditional schooling at ……..… years of age.
1. 4

2. 5

3. 6

4. 7

2- A young child who walks with short unsteady steps is called…………
1. toddler

2. infant

3. juvenile

4. teenager

3- Minor crime such as vandalism, committed by young people is called…………………..
1. childhood

2. delinquency

3. experience

4. education

3. increase

4. walk

4- She decided to…………………… in the history course.
1. enroll

2. augment

5- Today`s ……………….. of early childhood education includes the nursery, day care center

kindergarten and primary years.
1. history

2. concept

3. relationship

4. positive

6- Nursery schools are usually for children between the ages……………..
1. one to four

2. two to four

3. two to five

4. four to six

7- She shows a very positive………………………. toward her work.
1. center

2. grade

3. parent

4. attitude

8- There was a wide diversity of opinion in the committee, diversity means…………………..
1. necessary

2. member

3. achievement

4. variety

9- …………………… places great emphasis on making education meaningful at all levels.
1. Platto

2. Pestalozzi

3. Jerome Bruner

4. J.Piaget

10- Who is usually considered the father of the kindergarten?
1. Fredrick Froebel

2. B.F.Skinner

3. Comenius

4. Rousseau
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11- Public should be ………………… in using energy effectively.
1. argued

2. educated

3. excluded

4. balanced

12- I have accomplished my aim, accomplish means…………………….
1. train

2. include

3. permit

4. achieve

13- The teacher must create a physical as well as a social environment ……………… to the development

of children.
1. disastrous

2. favorable

3. important

4. neglected

14- The teacher in the preschool group, is the person responsible for creating an atmosphere of

………………
1. love

2. continuum

3. adult

4. field

15- Firemen needed breathing……………… to enter the burning house.
1. game

2. apparatus

3. wealth

4. music

3. participate

4. radiate

16- Send out as if in rays is called…………………
1. help

2. appreciate

17- The children will be taught by the …………………………. of the classroom and the excursions of the

class.
1. experiences

2. mothers

3. roles

4. samples

18- The emphasis in most academic subjects on the kindergarten level is on …………. rather than skills.

1. instruction

2. curriculum

3. insight

4. lecture

19- There will be an …………………… to the North Pole next summer.
1. emotion
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20- State clearly and definitely is called …………………..
1. treat

2. formulate

3. involve

4. know

21- ……………………… in classical conditioning is the process of presenting the conditioned stimulus

alone without the unconditioned stimulus for a number of trials.
1. discrimination

2. generalization

3. extinction

4. reinforcement

22- A …………………is a stimulus or event which when its onset is contingent on a response, decreases

the likelihood that the response will occur again.
1. punisher

2. negative reinforcement

3. positive reinforcement

4. instrument

23- On a ……………………………. schedule a certain number of responses must occur before reinforcement

is presented.
1. fixed- interval

2. fixed- ratio

3. variable- interval

4. variable- ratio

24- …………………. is learning by observing the behavior of others.
1. cognitive learning

2. imitative learning

3. latent learning

4. insight learning

25- later childhood, from the age of about 6 or 7 through 12, has been called the ………………….. stage

by Piaget.
1. concrete- operations

2. sensorimotor

3. preoperational

4. formal operations

26- The major development tasks of adulthood have been construed as the …………….
1. puberty

2. tension

3. learning

4. interaction

27- Some 40 percent of all US ……………………. now end in divorce.
1. characteristics
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28- ………………. proposed the first major psychoanalytic theory of personality.
1. Kohlberg

2. Sigmund Freud

3. Holland

4. Lazarus

29- William Sheldon found that somatotype ratings were often related to ………………….. .
1. trait

2. motivation

3. behavior

4. temperament

30- …………………… of personality use ambiguous stimuli that can elicit an unlimited number of

responses.
1. personal interviews

2. direct observation of behavior

3. projective tests

4. objective tests
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